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ABSTRACT – Metalworking fluids from palm oils are 

desirable as the alternative to mineral oil that possesses 

negative effect for humans and environment. The aim of 

this study was to evaluate the tribological performance 

of modified refined, bleached and deodorized (RBD) 

palm olein-based lubricants (MRPOs) through the 

orthogonal cutting process. MRPOs were mixed with 

0.05wt.% of hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) particles 

and 1wt. % of phosphonium-based ionic liquid (PIL). 

MRPOs were analyzed through the rheological 

properties. Results showed that MRPO-based lubricants 

exhibited excellent rheological properties and 

machining performances, thus have a potential to 

substitute the mineral oil as the metalworking fluids in 

regards to the environment and health concern.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Palm oil is an edible vegetable oil that has been 

primarily used for food and cosmetic industry. Recently, 

the uses of palm oils as the industrial lubricant have 

been extensively explored as the alternative to the 

mineral oil-based lubricant. Mineral oil-based lubricants 

negatively affect people and the environment due to the 

toxicity of hydrocarbons and are not readily 

biodegradable and non-renewable.  

Palm oils are desirable as metalworking fluids in 

order to create green machining operations. Rahim et al. 

[1] revealed that the use of palm oil-based lubricant 

indicated better performance in drilling process by 

promoting a stable thin boundary lubrication film, 

subsequently reduced the cutting force, cutting 

temperature and tool wear rate than the synthetic ester. 

This phenomenon was due to the high viscosity of palm 

oil that has a tendency to resist the flow, thus provided 

effective lubricating at the tool-chip interface, reduced 

the friction and prevented the cutting tool from rapid 

wear. Additionally, Wang et al. [2] also found that palm 

oil-based lubricant shows excellent lubrication 

properties due to the high contains of saturated fatty 

acids (palmitic acids) that increase the adsorption film 

strength on the metal surface. The high viscosity of 

palm oil provided better anti-friction and anti-wear 

effects, thus reduced the coefficient of friction and 

specific energy.  

In this study, the tribological performances of 

modified RBP palm olein-based lubricants (MRPOs) 

with the addition of additives (hexagonal boron nitride, 

hBN and phosphonium-based ionic liquid, PIL) were 

compared with a commercial synthetic ester (SE, Unicut 

Jinen MQL) as the reference oil. Experiment 

evaluations are conducted on the rheological properties 

(kinematic viscosity and viscosity index) and orthogonal 

cutting performances (cutting force and cutting 

temperature).  

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Firstly, MRPOs were modified through 

transesterification process between fatty acid methyl 

ester and trimethylolpropane. Then, MRPOs were 

mixed with 0.05wt.% of hBN particles and 1wt.% of 

PIL.  

The rheological properties were determined 

through kinematic viscosity and viscosity index. The 

kinematic viscosity (ASTM D445) was measured using 

a viscometer at 40 and 100 °C. The correlation between 

viscosity and temperature was further associated with 

viscosity index (ASTM D2270). The testing was 

repeated for three times and the average value was 

recorded. 

The orthogonal cutting process was carried out on 

a NC lathe machine (Alpha Harrison 400). The 

workpiece material used in this study was a disk of AISI 

1045 with a diameter and thickness of 150 mm and 2 

mm, respectively. The uncoated carbide inserts 

(SPGN120308) was mounted at the modified tool 

holder (CSDPN2525M12). Both insert and tool holder 

was fixed on the dynamometer (Kistler 9257BA) to 

measure the cutting force. The dynamometer was 

connected to the multichannel amplifier (Kistler 5070) 

and the cutting force value was recorded by the 

Dynoware software. The maximum cutting temperature 

was captured via FLIR T640 thermal imager camera 

during the machining operation by placing the camera in 

the axial direction. The lubricant was supplied via the 

minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) method with an 

input pressure of 0.4MPa. The oil flow rate was fixed at 

0.16 l/h from the nozzle with a diameter of 2.5 mm. The 

nozzle was fixed at an angle of 45° and located 

approximately 8 mm from the cutting edge as shown in 

Figure 1. The experiment was conducted at constant 

machining parameters (cutting speed, Vc = 350 m/min, 

feed rate, fr = 0.12 mm/rev and width of cut, w = 2mm). 
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Figure 1 Nozzle location. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  Rheological properties 

Table 1 displays the kinematic viscosity and 

viscosity index. It was noticed that the kinematic 

viscosity of the reference oil (SE) at 40 and 100 °C are 

21.5 mm2/s and 5.6 mm2/s, respectively. The kinematic 

viscosity value of MRPO+hBN0.05% obtained the 

highest kinematic viscosity of 22.2 mm2/s at 40 °C and 

6.35 mm2/s at 100 °C.  This scenario was due to the 

lower thermal expansion (1x10 -6/°C) of hBN particles, 

thus improved the viscosity value [3]. Meanwhile, 

MRPO+PIL1% recorded the kinematic viscosity values 

of 22.21 mm2/s at 40 °C and 6.25 mm2/s at 100 °C. Both 

MRPO-based lubricants demonstrated the highest 

kinematic viscosity when compared to SE. This scenario 

was due to the presence of trimethylolpropane triester 

that provides good low-temperature properties. In 

addition, MRPO+PIL1% exhibited the highest viscosity 

index of 259 and this was followed by   

MRPO+hBN0.05% (245). The high viscosity index is 

desirable as it indicates little changes in viscosity across 

a wide range of operating temperature. 

 

Table 1 The rheological properties. 

Lubricant 

Kinematic 

viscosity [mm2/s] 
Viscosity 

index, 

VI 40 °C 100 °C 

Synthetic Ester (SE) 21.5 5.6 221 

MRPO+PIL1% 22.21 6.25 259 

MRPO+hBN0.05% 23.50 6.35 245 

 

3.2  Orthogonal cutting performance 

Figure 2 illustrated the cutting force, Fc and the 

maximum cutting temperature for all lubricant samples. 

It can be observed that SE recorded the highest cutting 

force of 612 N and cutting temperature of 308 °C, 

respectively. SE generated poor performance when 

compared to MRPO-based lubricants. From the results, 

MRPO+PIL1% showed the lowest cutting force of 607 

N and cutting temperature of 286 °C, respectively. 

Meanwhile, the cutting force and cutting temperature 

recorded by MRPO+hBN0.05% was at 610 N and 

298 °C. MRPO-based lubricants provided better 

lubrication film, subsequently reduced the friction at the 

cutting zone [5]. The additional of 1wt.% of PIL in 

MRPO-based lubricant attributed to a high polarity of 

ester molecule, thus resulted in the increased adsorption  

 
Figure 2 The cutting force and the maximum cutting 

temperature for all lubricant samples. 

 

rate of the additive molecules on the metal surface [6]. 

Furthermore, the presence of hBN particles in MRPO-

based lubricant provided a thin lubrication film that 

allows the particles to change from sliding friction to 

the rolling friction, thus reduced the force and heat 

generate [3]. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

From the experimental results, it can be concluded 

that MRPO-based lubricants provided excellent 

lubrication film which reflected on the tribological 

performance of the contact surfaces. Thus, both 

MRPO+hBN0.05% and MRPO+PIL1% have a high 

potential to substitute the mineral oils as the 

metalworking fluid for machining process in regard to 

environment and health quality.  
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